Mehdi343Signal indicator
is free to use and sales prohibited as all other my trading software. It is an alerting and non-drawing
multicurrency indicator which generates singals according to Mehdi343 trading system on each bar close
for each of 28 currency pairs and give alert if entry conditions met.
You have to attach it to the only one any symbol chart with TF you need to get signals. So i advice to
attach it to three charts (H1, H4 and D1) on any symbol to get all signals from all 28 currency pairs from
H1, H4 and D1.
Mehdi343Signal Indicator being attached to the only one instrument, activates (opens) all 28 currency
pairs in MT4 Market Watch window and controls them as it is a multicurrency indicator.
Additional indicators and templates.
• Mehdi343Signal indicator needs TDI_RT alerts + divergence and Heiken_Ashi_NK indicators
to be present in your MQL4\Indicators folder.

•

You may use Mehdi343Signal indicator to open chart with the symbol and TF you get a signal
with applying my Mehdi343.tpl or your own.

Other settings (i advice you to leave as default):
1. AngleAngle Steepness for Entry/Exit actually is not an angle and is measured as RSI
(Green TDI Line) value difference on [1] and [2] bars i.e. on just closed ([1]) and previous
([2]) bar. That is why it is zoom independent.
2. Min last Bar Body for Entry/Exit is measured in ATR multiplied on this coefficient. So if
MinLastBar=0.3 it means that if last closed bar absolute size value (Close[1]-Open[1]) is
smaler than 0.3xAverageBar this trade will be skipped.
3. Maximum distance from Green to Red for Rebound is measured in RSI values as Angle
Steepness on just closed Bar. It is also zoom independent.
You have to check all the signals manualy if they are suitable for you or not because indicator do not
contol Price Action, Significant levels and other conditions the trader have to consder before entry.
Take care and stay green forewer!
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